AGILITY PR SOLUTIONS
NEWSWIRE

FINALLY, A FLAT-FEE NEWS DISTRIBUTION SERVICE!
Say everything you need to say with unlimited words,
no hidden fees, or charges for multimedia content.
Comprehensive newswire
Unlimited words
No additional fees
No additional charge for links, images, or videos
One contract, one contact, one platform

Save big when you
pre-purchase packs of 5, 10, or
20 releases.

WHY SEND A RELEASE ON A WIRE?
PRICING
Take advantage of specified
geography pricing options and
full global capabilities.

Generate earned media coverage by getting stories into a broad
range of news rooms and outlets beyond owned channels, while
building online presence and brand awareness. Increase visibility
in search by 50%.
Fight fake news – wire is a trusted news source for journalists.

SIMPLIFY

TARGET

DISTRIBUTE

Our all-in-one media dataset, target
email distribution, wire, and monitoring
solution makes it easier (and more
affordable) than ever to create and share
your story. Simplify your life with a single
platform and one contract.

Reach a broad range of newsrooms
and outlets, beyond traditional media
houses and local outlets.

We provide a full editorial review for
every release.
Our user-friendly interface allows you to
set up and send your release easily from
any device, anytime.

Learn more at www.agilitypr.com
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